AN ESTIMATED GUIDE TO

SCOTLAND
by Daniel Sloss

FOREWORD

My name is Daniel Sloss and I’m a
comedian. I proudly call Scotland
my home, being raised in Fife and
now living in Edinburgh. My job
means that I get to travel the
world to perform. I’ve always found
estimations of people and cultures
to be a little bit annoying
and easy. Like when people say
“Americans are all about ten stone
overweight” which is blatantly not
true. It’s just that when they
are fat, it’s bloody impressive.
But I’ve also learned the
estimations of the Scots.
Some I knew: a fifth of the
world’s redheads are Scottish;
wrong, almost all of us
have bad teeth; wrong.
And some I didn’t know. We’re all
tight, we don’t have any of our
own cuisine and men wear kilts
everyday. We don’t, we only wear
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them on special occasions like
parties or weddings. Or at times
when we might need easy access
to flashing people, like English
parties or English weddings.
Some people don’t believe I’m
actually Scottish. I don’t talk
like Mel Gibson in Braveheart,
I don’t drink gallons of whisky
and I’m not ginger, despite what
Twitter would have you believe.
So in this Estimated Guide to
Scotland I’ve set out to research,
discuss and find out just which
popular estimates of us, The
North of the Wall Wildlings, are
accurate, close to the truth, or
just outright and utter nonsense.
And hopefully I can bring an end
to estimates about Scotland,
in the same way that smart
meters bring an end to estimated
gas and electricity bills.

Smart meters bring an end to estimated gas
and electricity bills. Whether you own or rent,
bill payers are able to get a smart meter. And
if you’re on prepay, a smart meter means
you can simply top up online or over the
phone. Contact your energy supplier today
about getting your smart meter installed.

ESTIMATION 1
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THRIFTY
ESTIMATION:
Scots give small tips

REALITY:
Scots are incredibly generous

When I go to any bar in America and they hear my
(not overly Scottish) accent, people automatically
estimate a low tip. I’ve often been told that us
Scots are tight-fisted…as I’m buying the third round
at the bar. I always just assumed that expression
had something to do with fighting, because calling
us cheap is a sure fire way to get knocked out.

I’d estimate I’ve sat in over 200 taxis in Scotland,
and not once have I or my friends not tipped
the driver. Now that might say more about
the scariness of Scottish taxi drivers than it
does about the cheapness of the Scots, but
it doesn’t make the act any less noble.

It’s a weird estimation of our people that follows
us around overseas. People make jokes that we
don’t tip and then for some reason are shocked
when we don’t tip them. That’s not thriftyness on our part, that’s bad service on yours.
Of course, those who do conform to the
thrifty stereotype, should be happy about
the arrival of smart meters in Scotland, given
they can now save on their energy bills.

SMART FACT ONE

Amost half of Scots regularly give to charity
– more than any other part of the UK.

ESTIMATION 2
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LOCH NESS
MONSTER
ESTIMATION:
There’s a mythical 50 foot beast
in Loch Ness called Nessie

REALITY:
Scottish people love messing with
tourists. See also: haggis

Most tourist memorabilia in Scotland will
feature Nessie somewhere on it. A mythical
“sea serpent”, “dragon” or “dinosaur” that
has had many, disputed, sightings since the
sixth century AD. The most famous picture of
Nessie was taken by Robert Kenneth Wilson,
which later turned out to be a hoax.

I truly believe you’d be hard pushed to find
someone in Scotland who truly believes
in Nessie. But if you were an American
tourist asking me about her, I’d tell you
she’s bigger than a house, used to give me
piggybacks to school and only eats toffee.

But it’s never gotten rid of the legend. People
still claim to have seen it or seen evidence of the
monster. It is estimated to be 50 foot tall and
weigh 2,500 pounds. And the locals up there will
regale you of stories about how their grandchild
has seen it, or how it ate their neighbour’s cat.

SMART FACT TWO

It is estimated that around one million people come to
search for Nessie each year, and there have been more
than 1,000 recorded sightings of her. Not even we can
debunk this one.

ESTIMATION 3
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KILTS
ESTIMATION:
Scottish men wear kilts everyday
“Scots wear kilts everyday!” is a common estimate
on how often we slip into our ‘national outfit’.
Not true, we have our other national outfits,
like trackies and tear stained football tops.
You need to be careful with kilts too as if
you get the wrong one you can look like a
rejected extra from “Oops I did it again.”

REALITY:
Kilts are reserved for
special occasions
Most Scots do not wear kilts every day of the
week, instead waiting until a special occasion
like a wedding, party or funeral – or any time
we might need easy access to flashing people,
like English weddings or English parties.

Equally for those observing a man in a kilt,
mistaking it for a dress is a sure fire way to get
a skelp around the ear from an angry Scot.
The kilt may not have actually originated
in Scotland, but much like ginger hair
and whisky, we perfected it.

SMART FACT THREE

64 per cent of Scottish men say they never wear a
kilt, but a quarter of Scots wear a kilt for special
occasions like their wedding day.

ESTIMATION 4
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SWEARING
ESTIMATION:
Scots swear 100 times a day

REALITY:
Not all scots swear

Apparently it’s a Scottish thing to swear.
I’ve heard estimates that the average
Scot swears 100 times a day.

Despite the fact that I love it, that is not a
universal Scottish attitude and the average Scot
does not swear 100 times a day. If my gran hears
me swear she’ll tut and clip me around the ear.
For her violence is more appropriate than the
“F” word. The Scots just have the accent for
swearing. But you’ve got to pick your audience.

I love swearing. Contrary to popular belief I do
think it’s both big and clever. We love it so much
that we’ve even made up at least fifty fakes of
our own. Bawbag, bampot, numpty, pillock… the
list goes on and on and gets funnier and funnier.
Our accent suits it. The guttural use of harsh
constants with short vowels make them quick
and snappy. Arguably the most efficient yet
poetic swear words in the world. So much
so that when you hear a toddler swear it’s
hard not to laugh until you fall off a chair.

SMART FACT FOUR

40 per cent of Scots say they rarely swear and 13
per cent never use bad language.

ESTIMATION 5
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RED HAIR
ESTIMATION:
A fifth of the world’s red
heads are Scottish

REALITY:
Scots are diverse

Around the time of the UK’s first Ginger Pride
march, comedian Shawn Hitchins estimated that
19 per cent of the world’s red heads are Scottish.
It’s a claim that explains our representation
in Hollywood from Merida in Brave,
Groundskeeper Willie in the Simpsons and
even though he doesn’t have the accent,
Chuckie looks a lot like my younger cousin.

Less than two per cent of the world’s population
has ginger hair and Scotland is NOT home to a
fifth of the world’s carrot tops. However there
is no smoke without fire, and we do the highest
percentage of natural red heads at 13 per cent.
Although believe it or not the redhead gene did
not start in Scotland, or even Ireland (where
there’s almost as many redheads as here),
but in Asia. It was also prominent amongst
the Vikings who settled on our Northern and
Western shores, but they also had blonde
hair and blue eyes. Our hair colour is as
diverse as our history, though not as bleak.

SMART FACT FIVE

Roughly 650,000 people in Scotland have red hair, but
more than double that carry the red hair gene (meaning
they may not have red hair, but their kids might).

ESTIMATION 6
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IQ LEVEL
ESTIMATION:
Scottish people have a
lower than average IQ

REALITY:
WE INVENTED THE TELEVISION!

A university professor once estimated that Scots
have the lowest IQ in the UK. Although he was
rather coincidentally from another part of the UK,
it’s an estimation that I certainly do not help. Up
until three years ago I thought that Prima Donna
meant before Madonna, and was a time reference.
Maybe our accent doesn’t help, or the popularity
of Willie in the Simpsons, or the fact that our
alleged war tactics were to Smurf-up and flash
the enemy (from under our kilts of course).
The typical “ned” characters portrayed on
TV as ‘Bucky’ swilling morons with one tooth
between the pair of them. But just because
I’m an idiot, does that mean we all are?

Historically the Scots have been responsible
for some of the most important discoveries
and inventions of our time; penicillin, radar,
syringes (for good use, shut it), telephones,
steam engines, television and, unsurprisingly,
scurvy. Some of the greatest philosophers
were ours, too; David Hume, Thomas Reid,
Adam Smith all asking the important Scottish
philosophy question “How though? But how?”
If anything, while researching this I was
made to feel like an idiot because I didn’t
know the extent what we were responsible
for. To underestimate our intelligence is in
itself stupid. So get it right roond ye.

SMART FACT SIX

Discounting nations with populations of less than a
million, Scotland is in the top three of countries
for Nobel Laureates per head of population, following
Sweden and Switzerland.

ESTIMATION 7
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ALCOHOL
ESTIMATION:
Scots drink whisky everyday

REALITY:
We do like a drink, but not to excess

Just because we invented whisky, there is the
estimation that we drink it every single day.
But do we really drink that that much?

The Scots might drink, but we’re good drinkers.
If every Scottish person you have ever met
drinks a lot of alcohol, take into consideration
that it doesn’t mean we have a problem, it
means you’re unbearable to be around sober.

Well actually it’s not even just whisky.
Scotland produces Gin, Beer, Cider.
A study a few years ago suggested “too
many Scots drink to get drunk” – which begs
the question, what are the other people
drinking for? Who drinks to get sober? Surely
it’s better to drink to get drunk than it is to
drink to perform open-heart surgery?

SMART FACT SEVEN

Despite inventing, half of the adult population never
drink whisky.

ESTIMATION 8
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FOOD
ESTIMATION:
All Scottish food is deep
fried and disgusting

REALITY:
Scottish food is deep
fried and delicious

I’ve heard so many misguided estimations
about Scottish food. Like a deep-fried Mars
bar – which legend has it was invented by
one of our fish & chip shops in Stonehaven
in the early 1990s – is estimated to contain
1,200 calories. Or the estimation that we
eat Haggis every day of the week.

There are two types of people that say Scottish
food is disgusting. People who know nothing
about it, and people who have the pallet of
a nine-year-old child with a made-up gluten
allergy. Anyone who doesn’t like Irn Bru has never
had a hangover so bad that they needed it.

Not surprising then that pretty much everyone
I meet around the world thinks Scottish food is
disgusting. These people have clearly never tried
our haggis, shortbread, our cheeses, our ice cream
or the deep fried version of any of those things.
We have fourteen Michelin-starred restaurants and
contrary to popular belief, Haggis is not the only
thing we eat – although it is a genuinely delicious
delicacy. The only thing “disgusting” about it
is how we choose to describe it to tourists. It’s
mashed up sheep bits ground up with black spices
and squashed into the intestines of that very
same sheep… What do you think sausages are?

SMART FACT EIGHT

Although the national dish, one in five Scots never
eat Haggis. And a deep-fried Mars bar, although an
unhealthy snack, is more in the region of 600 calories
than the commonly estimated 1,200.

ESTIMATION 9
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FOOTBALL
ESTIMATION:
Scotland lose more football
matches than they win

REALITY:
Scotland has produced some of the
greatest footballers, managers
and sportspeople in the world

There is a perception that Scotland doesn’t have
a very good football team and most people would
estimate that we lose more games than we win.
Scotland hasn’t appeared in a major football
tournament since I was eight years old. And
they haven’t won a game in the World Cup in
my lifetime. I’m 26 and this devastates me. But
it makes our triumphs all the better. James
McFadden scored a wondergoal in the Stade De
France against France during a Euro 2008 qualifier,
a goal so great he nearly broke a radio presenter
(you need to listen to the radio commentary).

The most successful manager in Premier
League history is from Glasgow – such is his
success they even made him Sir Alex Ferguson.
Kenny Dalglish managed to get an entire part
of England to chant a Scot’s name in one of
the most famous stadiums in the world.
And football is not the only sport in the world.
We love sport so much we invented golf.
Scotland have played in every Rugby World Cup
since it’s inauguration. How did we do? Shut
up, don’t ask. It’s the taking part that counts.
Jackie Stewart tore up racetracks for Scotland.
Chris Hoy has thighs that could crush a
bowling ball. Andy Murray is one of ours. That
age-old joke of when he wins he’s British
and when he loses he’s Scottish. Look at his
face, the man’s always been Scottish.
We’re a country of just over five million
people. Less than the population of the
city of London. Small but mighty.

SMART FACT NINE

Scotland have won over 350 football matches, a win
rate of nearly 50 per cent (much higher than the 30
per cent loss rate). And almost two-thirds of Premier
League titles to date have been managed by Scotsmen –
Sir Alex Ferguson and Kenny Dalglish.

ESTIMATION 10
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WILLIAM
WALLACE
ESTIMATION:
William Wallace was nearly
seven feet tall

REALITY:
William Wallace was
six foot seven inches

Braveheart won an Oscar for best movie, much
to the disappointment of historians who got
head trauma from smashing their heads off
their desks. The movie pitched William Wallace
as a charming, Australian joke slinger standing
at 5 foot 8 inches and played by Mel Gibson.

William Wallace was an actual monster of a man
for his time. He travelled with a massive, 5ft long
claymore; like a really big sword. He once killed
three men with a fishing rod because they told him
to give them his fish. And it may come as a surprise
to you that despite the depiction in Braveheart,
the Battle of Stirling Bridge actually involved a
Bridge. It was kind of the key feature in the battle.

It also showed the Battle of Stirling Bridge,
Wallace’s most famous victory, taking place
on an open battlefield. With white transit
vans driving around in the background and
continuity errors so bad that William Wallace
charges towards the English with a sword, then
nothing, then a sword, and then an axe and
then nothing again. Clearly too excited to chose
which particular weapon to use. A good movie,
yes, but as historically accurate as Star Wars.

SMART FACT TEN

At the time of William Wallace the average height
was just over 5 feet. Wallace is believed to have
been a giant of a man at 6ft 7 inches based on the
belief that he would have needed to be this height to
effectively use his 5ft 4 inches sword (now held in
the Wallace Monument).

